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CHAIR REPORT
Throughout it’s over twenty year history
ABAC has been alert to changes in the alcohol
marketing landscape. Whilst 2019 was another
busy year for ABAC, with a marked increase
in Adjudication Panel decisions and a higher
proportion of complaints upheld, ABAC
continued to respond by communicating
with industry about issues that arise and
developing suitable guidance and compliance
materials in order to further educate the
industry on areas for improvement.

in December 2019, providing comprehensive checklists
and visual examples to assist alcohol manufacturers, their
designers and agencies develop packaging that meets the
ABAC standards. The Independent Brewers Association
has indicated they will develop educational materials to
raise awareness of ABAC requirements in that sector. This
on-going co-operation is appreciated.

Two areas have stood out: the increasing use of social
media and the burgeoning independent brewers and
distillers’ sector. The vast majority of upheld complaints in
2019 (75%) related to social media activity. ABAC has been
regulating social media activity since the first complaint
about Facebook marketing in 2009 and ABAC standards
have kept pace with dynamic changes in social media
marketing. No matter what platform or media is used
marketers should comply with ABAC rules. The desire of
manufacturers to be creative is understandable, but they
must have regard to community expectations of alcohol
marketing and meet the ABAC standards. Companies, their
agencies and partners must be familiar with the content
and placement standards and the best practice guide for
digital marketing.

There was a marked decrease in placement determinations
in 2019 (less than half the previous year) indicating that
alcohol advertisers and platforms are improving their
systems for responsible placement of alcohol marketing.
In the social media realm some ongoing confusion and
the limitations of the platforms has lead over the past
few years to placement breaches occurring through no
fault of advertisers. ABAC has been working with global
organisations and various digital platforms to improve age
restriction and other systems to direct marketing toward
adults and away from minors. The International Alliance
for Responsible Drinking (IARD) has been working with
digital platforms to improve safeguards to prevent minors
seeing alcohol advertising online. A number of safeguards
have been implemented by platforms this year, including
using artificial intelligence as a tool for spotting younger
users on the platform and the development of opt out
options for those who do not wish to receive alcohol
advertising. ABAC has been advised that user guides for
alcohol marketers seeking to implement these and other
safeguards are being developed.

2019 saw a significant increase in alcohol packaging
decisions. Trade publication coverage of the breaches
(particularly craft beer focused publications) together with
engagement with the Independent Brewers Association
of Australia has created a greater awareness of ABAC
by small alcohol manufacturers. There has been a 37%
increase in pre-vetting of alcohol packaging in 2019. In
addition, the ABAC Alcohol Packaging Compliance Guide
was developed in response to this trend and published

Record pre-vetting requests were received in 2019, 2,192
pre-vetting requests up 25% on last year. The ABAC Prevetting Service checks marketing material for compliance
with ABAC standards prior to the material reaching
the market. Pre-vetting remains the easiest and most
efficient way for marketers to ensure their promotions are
responsible before hitting the marketplace. The service
benefits the community in identifying alcohol marketing
that doesn’t meet ABAC’s standards, with 346 marketing

communications rejected in 2019 and therefore not
entering the market. The pre-vetting service is available
to both signatories and non-signatories to the Scheme.
All alcohol producers, distributors and retailers are
encouraged to utilise this valuable service.
ABAC was pleased to welcome a new ABAC signatory in
2019, Independent Brands Australia (IBA). The IBA banner
group supports over 2,700 independent alcohol retail
stores including Cellarbrations, The Bottle O, IGA Liquor,
Duncans, Thirsty Camel, Big Bargain and Porters. Together
with Endeavour Drinks Group and Coles Liquor this
increases ABAC’s coverage of alcohol retailers.
I thank the Executive Officer, Jayne Taylor, for her on-going
diligence and effective administration of the scheme;
the Chief Adjudicator, Michael Lavarch, and his panel
colleagues, whose wealth of experience and rigour bring
great substance to the work of ABAC; the dedicated and
hard-working team of pre-vetters, who ensure that this proactive element of the scheme is valued and successful; and
my Management Committee colleagues for their ongoing
efforts and support for the ABAC Scheme. In addition, I
thank ABAC signatories for their commitment to the high
standards set for their marketing by the ABAC Code.

Mr Harry Jenkins AO
Chair, ABAC Management Committee
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OVERVIEW
The ABAC Scheme is the centerpiece
of alcohol marketing regulation
in Australia. It is a not for profit
organisation established to promote
responsible alcohol marketing via
regulation, education and advice
which is:
• Administered by a Management Committee
which, along with government, includes
representatives from industry and advertising;
• Quasi-regulatory in nature as the Australian
Governments are represented on the
Management Committee and a Professor
of Public Health, nominated by government,
is part of all adjudication panels; and
• Funded by industry via membership levies,
direct signatory fees and pre-vetting fees.
The ABAC Scheme is not the only set of rules
affecting advertising in Australia. Alcohol
beverage advertising must also be consistent
and comply with other applicable laws and
codes, for example:
• the Federal Competition and Consumer Act
and State Fair Trading legislation
• State Liquor Licensing legislation
• the Australian Association of National
Advertisers Code of Ethics
• the Commercial Television Industry
Code of Practice
• the Commercial Radio Code of Practice
• the Outdoor Media Association Code of Ethics
and Alcohol Advertising Policy.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ABAC SCHEME

ADVICE

REGULATION

• The Alcohol Advertising
Pre-vetting Service assesses
whether proposed alcohol
marketing communications
meet the ABAC Code standards.

• The ABAC Responsible Alcohol
Marketing Code (The ABAC Code)
which sets standards for alcohol
marketing in Australia.
• The Complaints Adjudication
system whereby complaints
relating to alcohol marketing
are assessed and adjudicated
by the independent ABAC
Adjudication Panel.
• Mandatory pre-vetting of television,
cinema, radio and outdoor
marketing supported by Outdoor
Media Association members and
the Commercials Advice Division
of Freetv Australia.

EDUCATION & GUIDANCE
• ABAC educates the regulated
community on the Code
standards via advice and
regulation together with an
annual free industry webinar
and resources on the
ABAC website.
• The ABAC Guidance Notes
provide guidance on all ABAC
Code provisions.
• The Best Practice Guide for
Industry on Digital Alcohol
Marketing assists alcohol
marketers and their agencies
in the management of their
digital marketing.
• The ABAC Alcohol Packaging
Compliance Guide provides
guidance for alcohol
manufacturers developing
alcohol packaging that does
not have strong or evident
appeal to minors.
ABAC Annual Report 2019
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ABAC INTERACTIONS WITH ALCOHOL
MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS

1
2

CHECK
Company and advertising agency staff check the marketing
communication and its media placement schedule against
the ABAC Code standards

5

APPROVE OR REJECT
Independent AAPS pre-vetters check the marketing
communication against the ABAC Code and either
approve or reject

3

LODGE A COMPLAINT

4

REFERRAL TO CHIEF ADJUDICATOR

Complaints raising issues within the ambit of ABAC are
referred to the independent ABAC Adjudication Panel for
a hearing on whether the marketing communication or its
placement meets ABAC Code standards

RESULT

6

If the ABAC Adjudication Panel finds the ABAC Code
standards have not been met the marketer is asked:
• in the case of a product name, packaging or marketing
collateral—to cease further production orders immediately
• in the case of all other marketing communication content—
withdraw or modify the material within five (5) business days
• in the case of placement of a marketing communication—
withdraw, discontinue or modify the placement within five
(5) business days.

Once a campaign is in the marketplace consumers can
lodge a complaint about the marketing communication
centrally through Ad Standards and at no cost

Ad Standards refers all alcohol marketing communication
complaints to the Chief Adjudicator of the ABAC
Adjudication Panel

REFERRAL TO THE INDEPENDENT
ABAC ADJUDICATION PANEL

7

WRITTEN DECISION
The written decision of the ABAC Adjudication Panel is sent
to the consumer and published on the ABAC website

ABAC
ABAC Annual
Annual Report
Report 2019
2019
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MANAGEMENT OF
THE ABAC SCHEME
The Management Committee sets the strategic
direction, manages and reviews the operations
and publications of the ABAC Scheme with a
view to:
• Encourage industry members, large and small,
to participate in the quasi-regulatory system;
• Ensure an effective quasi-regulatory system;
• Monitor ABAC operations and publications and
improving them where necessary;

ABAC MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
Each member of the Management Committee represents
a group of stakeholders in alcohol beverage marketing
regulation. Any member of the Management Committee
may raise issues for consideration by the Committee and
the Committee in practice operates on a consensus basis.
The ABAC Management Committee meets at
least four times a year and any issues raised by
any member or referred by the Panel or Pre-vetters
receive full consideration.

Harry Jenkins AO

Tony Battaglene

Tony Hale

Greg Holland

Brett Hefferman

David Laffan

• Manage AAPS as an effective mechanism to support
and strengthen the aims of ABAC and encouraging
participation by industry members in AAPS; and
• Co-ordinate the development and completion
of a publicly available annual report.
During 2019 the ABAC Management
Committee comprised:
• Independent Chair, Mr Harry Jenkins AO
• Chief Executive of the Brewers Association of Australia,
Mr Brett Heffernan;
• Chief Executive of Spirits & Cocktails Australia Inc,
Mr Greg Holland;
• Chief Executive of Australian Grape & Wine Inc,
Mr Anthony Battaglene;
• Chief Executive of the Communications Council Limited,
Mr Tony Hale;
• The Assistant Secretary responsible for alcohol issues at
the Commonwealth Department responsible for health
policy as the representative of Australian Governments,
Mr David Laffan.
The Management Committee is supported in its role
by the ABAC Executive Officer, Ms Jayne Taylor.
ABAC Annual Report 2019
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ABAC SCHEME
COVERAGE
• Membership and compliance with the Scheme is
voluntary. However, the Brewers Association of Australia,
Spirits & Cocktails Australia and Australian Grape &
Wine have agreed that its members will be bound by
the Scheme. This means the great majority of alcohol
marketing in Australia is regulated by the Scheme.
• Other companies that market alcohol are encouraged
to become direct signatories and to utilise the
Pre-vetting Service. The following companies have
joined the ABAC Scheme as direct signatories:
- 2013 – Endeavour Drinks Group and Coles
Liquor Group
- 2015 – Campari Australia & Lion Cider
- 2017 – Coca Cola Amatil & Asahi Premium Beverages
- 2019 – Independent Brands Australia

ABAC SIGNATORIES
MEDIA SPEND

• ABAC signatories comprise over 93% of alcohol
producer media spend in Australia and over 66%
of alcohol retailer media spend in Australia.
• Many non-signatories currently use the Pre-vetting
Service and the Scheme has the support of media
associations. In 2019, 14 per cent of pre-vetting
applications were from non-signatories.

• The ABAC Adjudication Panel made 68 determinations
in 2019, of which 39 upheld complaints. In all but two
upheld cases the marketing was withdrawn, modified or
discontinued in compliance with the ABAC standards.
• Only one upheld content complaint related to marketing
that was pre-vetted and it related to a zero-alcohol beer.

• The alcohol industry (both signatories and nonsignatories) and advertising agencies have access to
a free annual training webinar hosted by the ABAC
Chief Adjudicator and a pre-vetter where all aspects
and obligations of the Code, Pre-vetting Service and
complaints processes are explained. In addition,
the ABAC pre-vetters, alcohol beverage industry
associations and ABAC Executive Officer are all available
to explain the Code and the Scheme to alcohol beverage
marketers and their agencies.

PRODUCERS

RETAILERS

7%

34%

ABAC non-signatories

ABAC non-signatories

93%
ABAC signatories

66%
ABAC signatories
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ABAC CODE
The ABAC Code sets key standards for
responsible content and placement of
alcohol marketing in Australia.
Subject to regular reviews, the ABAC
Code reflects community expectations
and changes in the media and advertising
industries. It applies beyond traditional
forms of advertising (television, radio,
print and outdoor) to alcohol beverage
marketing communications in emerging
digital and social media, user generated
content on alcohol company controlled
digital and social media, point of sale
advertisements, product placement and
brand extension marketing over which
an alcohol company has control.
The ABAC Guidance notes have been
developed to assist advertisers and
agencies in interpreting the Code.
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4 KEY STANDARDS FOR ALCOHOL MARKETING IN AUSTRALIA
1

RESPONSIBLE AND MODERATE PORTRAYAL OF ALCOHOL BEVERAGES

• No depictions (not even by implication) or encouragement of excessive or
rapid consumption of alcohol, misuse or abuse of alcohol, alcohol consumption
inconsistent with Australian Guidelines or irresponsible or offensive behaviour
that is related to the consumption of alcohol.
• No challenge or dare to consume alcohol.
• No encouragement to choose a particular alcohol beverage by emphasising
its alcohol strength (unless strength is lower than typical for similar beverages)
or the intoxicating effect of alcohol.

3

2

RESPONSIBILITY TOWARD MINORS

• No strong or evident appeal to minors, i.e. the marketing must not be likely
to appeal strongly to minors, specifically target minors, have a particular
attractiveness for a minor beyond its general attractiveness for an adult, use
imagery, designs, motifs, animations or cartoon characters likely to appeal strongly
to minors or that create confusion with confectionery or soft drinks or use brand
identification on clothing, toys or other merchandise for use primarily by minors.
• People who are or look under 18 may only be shown where they are in an
incidental role in a natural situation (ie. family socialising responsibly) and
there is no implication they will consume or serve alcohol.
• People who are 18-24 years old and look over 18 may only be shown where the
image of the person is not visually prominent within the marketing or is of a real
person in a real scenario (not a paid model or actor) only if it is placed in either:

RESPONSIBLE DEPICTION OF THE EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL

• No suggestion consumption/presence of alcohol creates/contributes to significant
change in mood/environment.
• No depiction (not even by implication) that the consumption or presence of alcohol
is a cause or contributes to the achievement of personal, business, social, sporting
sexual or other success.
• No implication or suggestion that alcohol shown as part of a celebration was a
cause of or contributed to the success or achievement.
• No suggestion that alcohol offers any therapeutic benefit or is a necessary
aid to relaxation.

›› Licensed premises that do not permit entry by minors; or
›› A digital platform that is:
»» non-alcohol specific (set up for a purpose other than promotion of alcohol);
»» requires users to register with birth date and then login to use the
platform; and
»» is able to hide the existence of alcohol pages from users registered as
under 18 years of age by selecting appropriate settings (ie. facebook).
• Not directed at under 18s by:
›› breach of media specific codes ie within 150m of a school or outside times
allocated for alcohol ads on tv;
›› use of available age restriction controls;
›› only placing where audience is at least 75% adults;

4

ALCOHOL AND SAFETY

• No depiction (not even by implication) of alcohol being consumed before or during
an activity that, for safety reasons, requires a high degree of alertness or physical
co-ordination (i.e. control of a motor vehicle, boat or machinery or swimming).

›› not placing with programs or content primarily aimed at under 18s;
›› not sending to under 18s by electronic mail (unless due to under 18
providing incorrect date of birth).
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RECENT INITIATIVES
ABAC EDUCATION & AWARENESS

ABAC Education & Awareness is key to ensuring
industry compliance. In 2019 ABAC:
• Held its annual free industry compliance webinar
• Directly engaged with Independent Brewers
Association to raise awareness among its members
• Continued engagement with alcohol industry
associations, State Liquor Licensing Authorities,
digital platforms and media associations
• Communicated with the regulated community in
relation to ABAC developments and issues arising
via quarterly reports released publicly and made
available on the ABAC website, circulars and upheld
determination alerts.

TRANSPARENCY SURROUNDING ABAC
ACTION ON FAILURE TO COMPLY
The ABAC Rules & Procedures now explicitly state that
ABAC may take the following actions if a company fails
to comply with an ABAC decision:
• Notifying relevant State Liquor Licensing authorities,
media platforms, media associations, Government,
media and other relevant organisations of the
Marketer’s failure to support the Panel’s decision; and
• Terminating a Marketer’s status as a Code signatory.

Alcohol marketing content and placement breaches
are required to be remedied within 5 business
days and orders for alcohol packaging & marketing
collateral in breach of ABAC standards must be
ceased immediately. As of December 2019, ABAC
also placed a time limit of 3 months on the sell down
of existing stock found to breach the ABAC.

2018

2019

PRE-VETTING REQUESTS
1751

2192

Pre-vetting requests rejected
228

346

ALCOHOL COMPLAINTS
154

128

Percentage of all advertising complaints
2.3%

2.4%

Campaigns complained about
100

108

Complaints considered by the Panel
89

ABAC ALCOHOL PACKAGING
COMPLIANCE GUIDE

TIGHTENING ABAC COMPLIANCE RULES

2019 SNAPSHOT

In response to a marked increase in complaints
about alcohol packaging, ABAC published an
Alcohol Packaging Compliance Guide, providing
comprehensive checklists and visual examples to
assist alcohol manufacturers, their designers and
agencies develop packaging that meets the ABAC
standards, particularly in ensuring the packaging does
not have strong or evident appeal to minors.

75

PANEL DETERMINATIONS
61

68

Determinations upheld
21

39

No Fault Breach
4

2

Upheld marketing pre-vetted
0

1

Non-compliance with determination
1

2

Average business days - panel determinations
22

16.7
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ABAC PRE-VETTING SERVICE
(PRE-VETTING SERVICE)
The Pre-vetting Service provides confidential advice to marketers on whether proposed
alcohol marketing communications comply with the Code. This service is offered on a ‘user
pays’ basis.
• Pre-vetters approve, reject or suggest modification to material submitted to
them for pre-vetting.

The Pre-vetting Service is available to both signatories and non-signatories
and again there was a good uptake of the service by non-signatories at 14%
of all requests. The use of Pre-vetting is mandated or encouraged by media
associations and also our signatory retailers which has the effect of raising
awareness of Pre-vetting among non-signatories.

• The Pre-vetting Service has the support of:
›› Media associations that encourage or require their members to check that
an alcohol marketing communication has pre-vetting approval prior to placement
of the communication; and

PRE-VETTING APPLICATIONS BY SECTOR

›› Retailer signatories that encourage or require suppliers to obtain pre-vetting approval
for packaging and point of sale marketing.

PRE-VETTING REQUESTS & REJECTIONS OVER THE PAST 5 YEARS
2192

2019

Australian Grape
& Wine members

29%
Pre-vetting
Requests

Direct
Signatories

14%
Non-Signatories

Pre-vetting
Rejections

346

2018

8%

1751
228

24%
1453

2017
198

Brewers Association
Members

Spirits & Cocktails
Association members

1228

2016

25%

186
1589

2015
204

In 2019 ABAC saw a record number of pre-vetting requests by alcohol marketers at 2,192

Pre-vetting is mandatory for advertisements placed in outdoor, television,
cinema and radio media but optional for all other media. The alcohol industry
continues to find value in pre-vetting by using the service when it is an option
rather than mandatory to do so. In 2019, 48% of all pre-vetting requests were
optional to pre-vet.
ABAC Annual Report 2019
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ABAC ADJUDICATION PANEL (THE ABAC PANEL)
The ABAC Panel headed by Chief Adjudicator Professor Michael Lavarch, AO, considers public
complaints about alcohol marketing.
• Ad Standards accepts complaints in relation to all types
of marketing communications at no cost to the consumer.
This streamlined process ensures all relevant Codes are
triggered and reduces the risk of duplication and double
handling. All alcohol related complaints received by Ad
Standards are provided to the ABAC Chief Adjudicator
and the Panel considers all complaints that raise ABAC
Code issues apart from those already considered or
consistently dismissed.
• Ad Standards considers complaints under the AANA
Code of Ethics. The Code covers a wide range of social
issues reflecting the issues that concern the community
- from discrimination and language through to health and
safety. The advertising self-regulation system works to
ensure there is a consistent standard for advertising and
marketing content across every media channel.
• The ABAC Panel reports its decisions to Ad Standards,
the ABAC Management Committee, the marketer and
the complainant. Decisions are published on the ABAC
website.

• The Panel comprises:
›› The Chief Adjudicator, Professor The Hon Michael
Lavarch AO, who has legal expertise (or if unavailable,
the deputy Chief Adjudicator, Debra Richards),
›› A health sector panelist, Professor Richard Mattick
or Professor Louisa Jorm (both were appointed from
a shortlist of health sector professionals provided by
the relevant Federal Minister responsible for alcohol
issues or his or her nominee); and
›› A panelist with market research, media or advertising
expertise, Jeanne Strachan or Debra Richards.
• Each quarter the Chief Adjudicator reports to the ABAC
Management Committee on the operation of the Panel
and the Chief Adjudicator submits an annual report
on the Panel’s operations to the ABAC Management
Committee for inclusion in its annual report.

• The Panel and its deliberations are conducted
independently of the ABAC Management Committee and
the broader alcohol and advertising industry.

ABAC Annual Report 2019
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COMPLAINTS

COMPLAINTS WERE NOT REFERRED TO THE ABAC PANEL FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:

Complaints were slightly lower than previous years although as a percentage of overall
complaints about products and services levels of alcohol complaints were relatively
consistent with previous years at 2.4%.

1

Placement on radio during the day

1

Placement near a kindergarten

1

Permissibility of a retailer rewards scheme

3

Placement outdoors

1

Placement on Pay TV with sport

1

Placement on a public bus used for a school route

1

Placement on a train

1

Complaints Received

Placement on TV midday weekdays (permitted by CTICP)

1

Complaints Referred
to panel

Outside scope of ABAC:

COMPLAINTS RECEIVED AND REFERRED TO THE PANEL OVER THE PAST 5 YEARS

75
154

2018

89
130

2017

73
139

2016

2015

Consistently dismissed issues:

Placement in a supermarket

Complaints were referred to the ABAC panel

108

3

1

Separate advertising campaigns attracted a complaint

2019

2019 Determinations

Failure include to a drink responsibly message
OF THE 128 COMPLAINTS RECEIVED:

108
75

Complaint previously considered:

47
133
35

In 2019, 58% of complaints resulted in a Panel Determination, 2% of complaints were
previously considered by the Panel, 10% of complaints were consistently dismissed by
the Panel and 30% were outside the scope of the ABAC Code.

Too much alcohol advertising on TV

1

Bullying

1

Misleading advertising (referred to Fair Trading)

1

Too many catalogues

1

Racial discrimination

4

Objectification of women

2

Not an ad for alcohol

7

Offensive to a particular religion

2

Poor taste

10

Withdrawn as misapprehended the ad

2

Placement on a quit drinking app

1

Wine promotion with a magazine

1

Unfair offer favouring women

1

Sexual references

3

Animal cruelty

1
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MEDIA ATTRACTING
A DETERMINATION

DETERMINATIONS
ABAC Panel determinations reached their highest levels in the history of ABAC, largely due
to the introduction of placement standards in the ABAC Code in November 2017 (30% of
determinations in 2018 solely raised issues under the placement rules). In addition, breaches
were significantly higher this year.

DETERMINATIONS & BREACHES IN 2019

In 2019 the trend continued
of increasing determinations
relating to digital media
(particularly social media) and
packaging and decreasing
determinations relating to
traditional media, in particular
Outdoor and Television.

2018

2019

Digital
41%

54%
Packaging
8%

24%
TV

23%

12%
Outdoor

28%

9%
Print
6%

68

2019

Determinations

0%

Breaches

39

4%

Brand Extension
4%
Radio
3%

61

2018

3%
Cinema

0%

21

1%

Point of Sale
2017

43

0%

7
34

2016

2015

2%

DIGITAL PLATFORMS ATTRACTING A DETERMINATION

10

26%

29

Facebook

7

42%
Instagram

PERCENTAGES OF DISMISSED & UPHELD COMPLAINTS IN 2019

43%

57%

Dismissed complaints

Upheld determinations

13%
2%

Company Website

Inflight Entertainment

7%

2%

YouTube

Spotify

4%
Twitter

4%
ABAC Annual ReportEDM
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ABAC CODE PROVISIONS ATTRACTING DETERMINATIONS
2018

2019

Excessive or rapid consumption, misuse or abuse of alcohol
16%

19%

Irresponsible or offensive behaviour related to consumption or presence of alcohol
18%

22%

Challenge or dare to consume alcohol
2%

0%

Emphasise strength or intoxicating effect of alcohol
7%

3%

Appeal to children and/or adolescents
36%

43%

Alcohol cause of change in mood
5%

6%

Alcohol cause of success
11%

3%

Alcohol cause of celebration
2%

0%

Therapeutic benefit
11%

6%

Unsafe alcohol use with activities requiring alertness/physical co-ordination
7%

24%

Placement Rules
56%

28%

Of note is the decrease by half in the percentage of determinations relating to the placement rules.
2019 also saw a significant increase in determinations relating to depictions of alcohol being used with
activities that require alertness or physical co-ordination.
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CHIEF ADJUDICATOR
REPORT
The shift in the way people communicate and
use media platforms has naturally altered the
marketing techniques employed in the alcohol
industry and this in turn has impacted on the
ABAC Scheme and the adjudication process.
Many Australians are voracious consumers
of digital media through the use of streaming
services for entertainment and engagement
with digital platforms such as Instagram,
Facebook and Tic Tok. Alcohol marketers have
followed these trends.
Determinations about marketing via digital channels
(54%) was by some margin the largest category of
media considered by the Panel in 2019. The platforms
of Facebook and Instagram featured in the lion’s share
of these determinations. While the medium by which
marketing is conveyed has noticeably shifted in recent
years, the nature of the concerns raised has not. Concern
about marketing having a strong or evident appeal
to minors remains the most common issue raised by
complainants (43%).
It was significant that complaints and determinations
related to the ABAC Placement Rules declined in 2019
compared to the first full year of the Rule’s operation
in 2018. This may reflect a combination of marketers
becoming more familiar with the Rules and hence meeting
their obligations and an initial backlog of issues relating
to placement of marketing in effect washing through the
Scheme in 2018. Last year placement concerns were
considered in 28% of all determinations and this confirms

that placement issues are important to the public and the
expansion of the Scheme to cover placement was a very
worthwhile reform.
While placement issues were less prominent in 2019,
complaints and determinations examining the name and
packaging of alcohol products significantly increased
last year. In large measure this has coincided with the
expansion of the craft beer sector and the distinctive and
often edgier style of packaging adopted by producers in
this market segment. Craft brewers as an industry group
are not members of the Scheme but individual companies
have fully cooperated with the complaints process and
have accepted Panel decisions irrespective of whether
the decision has required the removal and modification of
product packaging from sale. This does demonstrate the
robustness of the Scheme.
A further trend has been the introduction of more alcoholfree beers onto the Australian market. The ABAC applies
to the marketing of these products by reason of the ‘brand
extension’ category of marketing communications. The
Code was designed for alcohol beverages and some of
the provisions sit awkwardly when applied to a non-alcohol
beverage. The operation of this area of the Code should
be reviewed when the Code is next updated.

sense, the dynamic nature of most platforms means that
material which is months or years old is hardly likely to
come to the attention of a reasonable user of the platform
unless a specific search is undertaken. Again, this practical
aspect of the Scheme’s operation might be examined in
the future, but at this point the onus is on marketers to
keep their marketing current and always consistent with
ABAC standards.
Finally, it should be noted that 2019 saw 68 determinations
made by the Panel which is a new record. Despite this, all
decisions were made within the target timeframes and at
an average somewhat quicker than the rate achieved in
2018. The efficiency of the complaints process is a tribute
to the Panel’s Executive Officer Jayne Taylor and the
responsiveness of my fellow Panel members. I extend my
thanks for their efforts
Professor The Hon Michael Lavarch AO
Chief Adjudicator, ABAC Adjudication Panel

A further area for review is the effective timelessness
of marketing communications on digital channels. Once
posted, the marketing item can be accessed months if not
years later and this has resulted in some matters coming
to the Panel relating to quite old material. In one sense
the date of when the marketing was created is irrelevant
if it can be accessed by users of the platform. In another
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MOST COMPLAINED ABOUT
ALCOHOL AD IN 2019
The most complained about marketing
communication in 2019 was the packaging
of a beer product named, Kelloggs Cornflakes
Nitro Milkshake IPA.
The 4 complaints received in relation to the packaging expressed concern that
the packaging’s references and similar imagery to a breakfast cereal popular
with children and the term ‘milkshake’ would strongly appeal to minors and
create confusion with soft drink.
The Panel found the packaging did not meet the ABAC standards, in particular:
• cues the product is a style of beer are less prominent than the corn flakes
references;
• the ‘milkshake’ descriptions, while less prominent than the corn flakes
reference add some weight to confusion with a soft drink i.e. non-alcoholic
drink such as a breakfast milk drink;
• available data indicates under 18 year olds consume corn flakes at a higher
rate than the general population;
• corn flakes imagery is highly recognisable, would likely be readily identified
by minors and the novelty of corn flakes connection with a “Nitro Milkshake”
is likely to be strongly appealing to minors; and
• taken as a whole, a reasonable person would likely believe the packaging
has strong or evident appeal to minors.
The company advised that the product packaging was a limited edition that
had concluded at the time of responding to the complaint and there is no
intention to re-instate the packaging.
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ALCOHOL ADVERTISEMENTS
FOUND BY THE PANEL TO
BREACH THE ABAC CODE
During 2019 the Panel made 39 determinations that upheld public complaints
about alcohol marketing communications.
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FERAL BREWING
IMPERIAL BIGGIE

Complaint regarding content

SOUTHERN BAY BREWERY

COMPLAINT

COMPLAINT

Concerns that packaging, a website
post and Facebook posts promote
the high ABV of Imperial Biggie.

A Twitter post promoting Southern
Bay Brewery implies a reader should
consume in excess of six beers which
isn’t responsible drinking practice.

ABAC STANDARDS
Alcohol marketing cannot
encourage the choice of a product
by emphasising its alcohol strength
or intoxicating effect.

DECISION
The Panel found that the packaging and two of the Facebook posts provided factual
ABV information that was not given undue prominence, but that the website post was
in breach due to the inclusion of the text “Turned up to 11!” and “more alcohol” and
one of the Facebook posts was in breach by describing the product as
“stronger landing at 8% ABV”.
The Facebook & Website Posts were modified to meet ABAC standards.

Complaint regarding content

ABAC STANDARDS
Alcohol marketing cannot:
• show, directly imply or encourage
excessive consumption of an alcohol
beverage; or
• suggest the consumption or
presence of an alcohol beverage
may create or contribute to a
significant change in mood or
environment.

DECISION
The Panel found the marketing in breach of these ABAC standards not because
the message would be taken as seriously saying it’s good to consume six beers in
one session of drinking but because it implies that it is a common and acceptable
experience to have used excessive alcohol consumption to navigate difficult
situations.
The advertiser confirmed that the post was removed prior to the determination
being made and its social media posts were being reviewed.
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WOOLSHED ON HINDLEY

Complaint regarding content

PIRATE LIFE SOCIAL LUBE

Complaint regarding content

COMPLAINT
Facebook post showing a young
child dancing on his own with the
caption ‘“I don’t really like tequila
but one shot won’t hurt” 3 hours
later:’ depicts children as drinking
and implies a change in mood from
drinking alcohol.
ABAC STANDARDS
Alcohol marketing cannot:
• show under 18s in an alcohol
ad unless they are shown in an
incidental role in a natural situation
where there is no implication they
have consumed alcohol; or
• suggest the consumption or
presence of alcohol may create or
contribute to a significant change in
mood or environment.

COMPLAINT

ABAC STANDARDS

Concerns that the product name,
packaging and Instagram post for
Social Lube suggests the product will
result in a change in mood or contribute
to social success as social lubricant
is a common saying for anything
that enables people to interact more
comfortably in social situations.

Alcohol marketing cannot suggest
the consumption or presence of the
product may create or contribute
to a significant change in mood or
environment or be
a cause or contributor to social
success.

DECISION

DECISION

The Panel found the combination of the video and text is in breach of both ABAC
standards.

The Panel noted that social lubrication would be reasonably understood to suggest a
substance or activity which assisted a social situation by reducing friction or making
conversation or interactions occur more freely. The notion of ‘lubrication’ having an
active impact suggests more than the product simply being incidental to a social
setting but suggests the product would be a contributor to the success of the social
encounter.

The Instagram Post has not been removed and the complainant’s concern has been
referred to the SA Liquor licensing Commissioner.

The product was no longer in market and the Instagram post had been removed prior
to decision.
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PIRATE LIFE

Complaint regarding content

POPTAILS

Complaint regarding content

COMPLAINT
Concern that these products can be
made with or without alcohol and look
the same and therefore having these
at parties, engagements and weddings
is problematic with children having
access to alcohol products without
being able to tell which are safe for
them to consume.
ABAC STANDARDS

COMPLAINT

ABAC STANDARDS

Instagram posts by GreyZone
Pirate Life Racing feature riders
aged under 25.

Alcohol marketing cannot
depict visually prominent
under 25 year olds.

Alcohol marketing cannot have strong
or evident appeal to minors or create
confusion with confectionary.

DECISION

DECISION

The Panel found that the posts show at least one person aged under 25 promoting
Pirate Life outside the scope of the Sponsorship exception. In addition, a post
previously found in breach of ABAC standards had inadvertently not been removed
from an alternate social media platform.

The Panel found the packaging would have strong or evident appeal to
minors noting:

The posts were all removed.

• the packaging is similar to that commonly used for icy poles popular with children;
• the packaging fails to identify the products as alcoholic; and
• the name, Poptail, which combined with the packaging features would add to the
potential confusion with a product appealing to minors.
The advertiser advised they have modified their product’s packaging.
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PIRATE LIFE
ICED COFFEE MILKSHAKE

Complaint regarding content

WOOLSHED ON HINDLEY

Complaint regarding content

COMPLAINT
Instagram Post and branding will
appeal to minors and associates the
beer with a soft drink (Farmers Union
Iced Coffee) through the name, colour
and style of beer.
ABAC STANDARDS
Alcohol marketing cannot have strong
or evident appeal to minors or create
confusion with a soft drink.

DECISION

COMPLAINT

ABAC STANDARDS

The Panel found that the branding only being placed at point of sale on a beer tap
at a bar within a brewery removes any likelihood of confusion with a soft drink and
the appeal of a ‘milkshake’ to minors does not arise. However, the same branding
on a can in a retail outlet is far more problematic as the product name could be
taken to be taken to be referring to a flavoured milk drink and the potential for
confusion with a soft drink is obviously elevated. However, the Instagram Post was
found to breach the ABAC standard as:

Facebook post competition for
free drinks that asks viewers to tag
someone who can relate to hangovers
and includes a picture saying “I think I
sprained my liver” encourages binge
drinking.

Alcohol marketing cannot encourage
excessive consumption or abuse of
alcohol.

• the predominant branding features are the Company logo, and the name ‘iced
coffee milkshake’ and the alcoholic nature of the product is less prominent than
the references to iced coffee and milkshake;
• a milkshake is a drink consumed across age groups but is popular with under 18
year olds and statistical information suggests the consumption of milkshakes by
minors occurs more regularly than with adults;

DECISION
The Panel found that while the post is intended to be humorous, the humour is drawn
from the implicit shared and acceptable experience of drinking to excess.
The Instagram Post was removed prior to the Panel’s decision.

• highlighting the term milkshake through a different font style compared to the
balance of the branding gives emphasis to this feature of the beverage; and
• taken as a whole it is considered to have evident appeal to minors through a
potential confusion with a soft drink.
The Instagram Post has been removed.
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PIRATE LIFE IIPA

Complaint regarding content

FERAL BREWING

Complaint regarding content

COMPLAINT
Packaging, Website & Instagram posts
breach a variety of ABAC standards.
ABAC STANDARDS
Alcohol marketing cannot:
• encourage alcohol related offensive
behaviour;
• encourage the choice of a product by
emphasising its alcohol strength
• have strong or evident appeal to
minors
COMPLAINT

ABAC STANDARDS

Instagram post suggests circus tricks
in an accompanying video were
performed after consuming a few
cans of beer.

Alcohol marketing cannot show or
directly imply the consumption of
alcohol before or during an activity
that, for safety reasons, requires a
high degree of alertness or physical
co-ordination.

DECISION

• show the consumption of alcohol as
contributing to sexual success.

DECISION
The Panel found that various Website & Instagram Posts encouraged the choice of the
product based on its alcohol strength through the use of terms such as ‘more alcohol’,
‘booziest’ etc. All other grounds for complaint were dismissed by the Panel.
The company removed the posts found to breach the ABAC standard.

The Panel found that the caption “When your homies @cirquealfonse do a quick act
after sinking a few cans of IIPA [fist pump emoji] @gilbertstreethotel” suggests the
circus performers consumed alcohol before performing the trick in the accompanying
video that required alertness and physical co-ordination.
The Instagram Post’s caption was modified prior to responding to the complaint.
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CAPITAL BREWING

Complaint regarding content

COMPLAINT

ABAC STANDARDS

Instagram post shows a person
holding a can of beer while swimming,
where swimming is a high risk activity
not to be associated with drinking
beer.

Alcohol marketing cannot show or
directly imply the consumption of
alcohol before or during an activity
that, for safety reasons, requires a
high degree of alertness or
physical co-ordination.

PIRATE LIFE

Complaint regarding content

COMPLAINT

ABAC STANDARDS

Instagram posts by a social media
influencer promoting Pirate Life
include images of a can of Pirate Life
being held in the water by someone
swimming underwater near a shark.

Alcohol marketing cannot show or
directly imply the consumption of
alcohol before or during an activity
that, for safety reasons, requires a
high degree of alertness or physical
co-ordination.

DECISION
The Panel found that:

DECISION
The Panel found that a reasonable person would take the image as endorsing
the consumption of alcohol while swimming which is inconsistent with the
Code standard.
The company removed the post on being notified of the complaint.

• Pirate Life has ‘generated’ the posts through its relationship with the social
media influencer;
• while the posts would be seen to be lighthearted, clearly alcohol was on the diving
boat and is being accessed during the conduct of the diving and the posts are
directly implying consumption during these activities by the comments “just one
together sir? @piratelife today with Ernie Dingo and these big fish” and ‘Drink @
piratelife when you are out to sea in any situation.”; and
• the use of alcohol in conjunction with inherently dangerous activities is
undesirable and inconsistent with the intent of the ABAC standard.
The posts were removed.
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PIRATE LIFE

Complaint regarding content

PIRATE LIFE

COMPLAINT

COMPLAINT

Facebook posts by a professional
wakeboarder sponsored by and
promoting Pirate Life include images
of a man under the age of 25, promote
drinking and wakeboarding or boating
and promote excessive drinking.

Youtube videos and an Instagram
post showing excessive consumption,
misuse of alcohol and drink driving.

ABAC STANDARDS
Alcohol marketing cannot:
• show, directly imply or encourage
excessive or rapid consumption or
misuse of alcohol
• depict an adult under 25 years of age
• show or directly imply the
consumption of alcohol before or
during an activity that, for safety
reasons, requires a high degree of
alertness or physical co-ordination.

Complaint regarding content

ABAC STANDARDS
Alcohol marketing cannot show,
directly imply or encourage:
• excessive or rapid consumption or
misuse of alcohol;
• irresponsible behaviour related to the
consumption of alcohol
• the consumption of alcohol before
or during an activity that, for safety
reasons, requires a high degree of
alertness or physical co-ordination
(e.g.driving).

DECISION

DECISION

The Panel found that:

The Panel found that one of the Youtube videos did not breach the Code standards
but that another Youtube video that depicted a man attempting to ‘shotgun’ a
beer and an Instagram post showing a man attempting to pour a beer into another
man’s mouth did breach the Code by showing rapid consumption and irresponsible
behaviour related to alcohol consumption.

• Pirate Life has a reasonable measure of control over how its product is portrayed
by the sponsored individual;
• posts promoting Pirate Life products that also include images of the sponsored
party breach the ABAC standards as the sponsored party is 24 years of age;
• the posts do not show or directly imply the consumption of alcohol before or
during wakeboarding or while in control of a boat; and

The company removed the posts on being notified of the complaint.

• a user generated comment endorsed by the sponsored party promotes
excessive consumption.
The posts were removed.
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BREWDOG

Complaint regarding content

PIRATE LIFE

Complaints regarding content

COMPLAINTS
Facebook & Instagram posts link
alcohol with a high risk activity
(mountain bike racing) that has a
large following of young people and
includes role models for children.
ABAC STANDARDS

COMPLAINT

ABAC STANDARDS

Instagram post promoting high (41%
abv) beer based on its high alcohol
content and a post showing alcohol
can cause a change in mood and
provide a source of motivation.

Alcohol marketing cannot encourage
the choice of an alcohol beverage
by emphasising its alcohol strength
or suggest that the consumption or
presence of alcohol may create or
contribute to a significant change
in mood.

DECISION
The Panel found the posts did breach the Code, in particular:
• while simply stating the alcohol content of a product is not a breach (indeed this
is important information in guiding an informed choice by a consumer) the post
through the use of hashtags such as ‘highoctane’, ‘strongbeer’ and ‘amplified’
together with other narrative features could be reasonably taken as encouraging
the choice of the product by emphasising its strength; and

Alcohol marketing cannot have
strong or evident appeal to minors
or show, by direct implication, the
consumption of alcohol before or
during an activity that, for safety
reasons, requires a high degree of
alertness or physical co-ordination.

DECISION
The Panel found that the posts did not have strong or evident appeal to minors and
the Facebook posts did not directly imply alcohol consumption before or during
mountain bike riding. However, the Panel found that an Instagram video breached
an ABAC standard by showing a member of the team riding, then consuming alcohol
and then continuing to ride. In addition, the video shows a Pirate Life can on a bike’s
water holder, reasonably implying that consumption could occur during riding/racing
in breach of the standard.
The Company removed the Instagram video found to breach the ABAC standard prior
to the Panel making its decision.

• The second post suggests the use of alcohol may contribute to a significant change
in mood, namely getting over ‘Monday blues’.
The company removed the posts on being notified of the complaint.
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ONE DROP KELLOGGS CORN FLAKES
NITRO MILKSHAKE IPA

Complaint
regarding content

WOOLSHED ON HINDLEY

COMPLAINT

COMPLAINT

The 4 complaints received in relation
to the packaging expressed concern
that the packaging’s references and
similar imagery to a breakfast cereal
popular with children and the term
‘milkshake’ would strongly appeal to
minors and create confusion with
soft drink.

The Batman meme is using comics that
appeal to minors and also encourages
excessive drinking.

ABAC STANDARDS
Alcohol marketing cannot have strong
or evident appeal to minors

DECISION
The Panel found the packaging did not meet the ABAC standards, in particular:
• cues the product is a style of beer are less prominent than the corn flakes
references;
• the ‘milkshake’ descriptions, while less prominent than the corn flakes reference
add some weight to confusion with a soft drink i.e. non-alcoholic drink such as a
breakfast milk drink;

Complaint regarding content

ABAC STANDARDS
Alcohol marketing cannot show,
directly imply or encourage excessive
consumption, irresponsible alcohol
related behaviour or have strong or
evident appeal to minors.

DECISION
The Panel found the post did not meet ABAC standards, as while the post was
humorous, the humour draws on an assumption that it is common and implicitly
acceptable to consume to excess. The Panel did not find the post had strong or
evident appeal to minors noting that the pop art style depiction of a Batman comic
would not particularly resonate with an under 18 audience and would be far more
recognisable to an older audience.
The company removed the post on receiving the complaint.

• available data indicates under 18 year olds consume corn flakes at a higher rate
than the general population;
• corn flakes imagery is highly recognisable, would likely be readily identified by
minors and the novelty of corn flakes connection with a “Nitro Milkshake” is likely
to be strongly appealing to minors; and
• taken as a whole, a reasonable person would likely believe the packaging has
strong or evident appeal to minors.
The company advised that the product packaging was a limited edition that had
concluded at the time of responding to the complaint and there is no intention to
re-instate the packaging.
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CURATIF COCKTAILS

Complaint regarding content

PIRATE LIFE

Complaint regarding content

COMPLAINT
The brand name suggests the product
is a cure and medicinal agent and
this goes against responsible and
acceptable alcohol advertising.
ABAC STANDARDS
Alcohol marketing cannot suggest
the consumption or presence of
an alcohol beverage may create or
contribute to a significant change
in mood or environment or suggest
the consumption offers a therapeutic
benefit.

DECISION
The Panel found that the name, Curatif, alone does not breach ABAC standards as
the name is either a construct or drawn from the French and would not be readily
understood to be making assertions as to the product having therapeutic benefits
and the presentation of the brand name on the can packaging as a whole does not
raise any claims about the health benefits of consuming the product. However,
statements on the Company’s Facebook page that ‘a curative is to improve your
now, to right the wrong or make the good better’, ‘that moment when the worries slip
away and enjoyment begins. It is one step closer to happiness’ and ‘you can’t buy
happiness, but you can prepare a cocktail ..and that’s kind of the same thing’ would
be reasonably understood as making claims about the benefit of consuming alcohol
as including a better mood and environment and being the cause of happiness.
The Company removed the Facebook Posts on receiving the complaint.

COMPLAINT

ABAC STANDARDS

The ad promotes drinking beer
while swimming.

Alcohol marketing cannot show, by
direct implication, the consumption
of alcohol before or during an activity
that, for safety reasons, requires a
high degree of alertness or physical
co-ordination.

DECISION
It is not impermissible to associate alcohol with sailing or being by the water, but it is
self-evidently a breach of the Code to show the use of alcohol while swimming. The
Panel found that the Instagram post breached the ABAC standard as a reasonable
person could take the image as endorsing the consumption of alcohol while
swimming.
The Company removed the Instagram Post on receiving the complaint.
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LITTLE FAT LAMB

Complaint regarding content

FIXATION SQUISH

COMPLAINT

COMPLAINT

The packaging uses imagery, designs
and cartoon characters that are likely
to appeal strongly to minors and could
easily be confused with a soft drink.

The product is packaged to look like
orange squash, a product consumed
by minors.

ABAC STANDARDS

Alcohol marketing cannot have strong
or evident appeal to minors.

Alcohol marketing cannot have strong
or evident appeal to minors.

Complaint regarding content

ABAC STANDARDS

DECISION

DECISION

The Panel found the packaging would have strong or evident appeal to minors,
noting:

The Panel found that the packaging would have strong or evident appeal to minors,
noting:

• the use of the bright colours as the most striking overall feature of the packaging
design;

• the overall colouring of the packaging is blood orange, which is used in a block;

• the use of the unicorn/lamb creature and clouds;
• the use of the style of font and representation of the name ‘fantasy’; and
• the overall impact of the packaging as a whole.
The Company ceased further orders for production of the packaging and agreed to
modify the product’s packaging in consultation with ABAC Pre-vetters to meet the
Code standard.

• the largest graphic is the depiction of a sliced citrus fruit, which given the overall
colouring, would quite likely be understood as an orange;
• the term ‘squish’ is prominently displayed, which adds to the orange soft drink
impression;
• there are cues that the product is alcoholic, namely, ‘citrus IPA’ and the
generally small print mentions of beer, but these cues do not clearly establish the
product is alcohol when viewed with the other features; and
• the overall impression created is of a drink which resembles an orange soft drink,
which is likely to be strongly appealing to minors.
The Company ceased further orders for production of the packaging and will modify
the product’s packaging in consultation with ABAC Pre-vetters to meet the Code
standard.
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HEINEKEN 0.0
COMPLAINT
The ad promotes drinking beer
before driving, where the product
branding is very similar to the
alcoholic beer so it isn’t clear the
0% version of the product is being
promoted.
ABAC STANDARDS
Alcohol marketing cannot
show, by direct implication, the
consumption of alcohol before or
during an activity that, for safety
reasons, requires a high degree
of alertness or physical coordination, such as the control of
a motor vehicle.

Complaint regarding content

DECISION
The Panel found that the outdoor advertisement breaches the ABAC
standard, noting:
• the prominent messaging from the ad, when likely absorbed from a passenger
vehicle, is the picture of the product together with the phrase ‘Designated
Driver?” which is a direct implication of the consumption of the product by a
driver of a motor vehicle;
• the much smaller messages at the bottom of the ad are not likely to be
absorbed unless the ad is viewed more closely, and this cannot be reasonably
expected of the primary audience of the ad, being drivers and passengers in
moving vehicles;
• it cannot be reasonably assumed that most people are so familiar with the
Heineken range as to distinguish alcoholic from non-alcoholic beers by the
colour of the label and the 0.0 reference on the label is not likely of itself to
alter the belief the product is a ‘normal’ alcohol beer;
• the ad has to be assessed on its own content and it cannot be assumed that a
reasonable person is aware of the wider ‘now you can’ campaign being run by
the Company; and
• the overall impression created by the ad is positioning a Heineken product,
which would be assumed to be a type of alcoholic beer, with the consumption
of the product by a driver of a motor vehicle.
The ad was not in market at the time of the decision and the Company
agreed to modify the advertisement to meet ABAC standards before it’s
next scheduled placement.
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JOKER & THE THIEF

Complaint regarding content

STAR LIQUOR

COMPLAINT

COMPLAINT

Product packaging depicts a graphic
cartoon of Joker (from Batman) on
a motorcycle, aimed at an under 18
demographic.

Facebook post promoting the sale of
Jagermeister in conjunction with the
energy drink Redbull and describing
it as “The ol breakfast for champions”.

ABAC STANDARDS

ABAC STANDARDS

Alcohol marketing cannot have strong
or evident appeal to minors.

Alcohol marketing cannot:

DECISION
The Panel found that the packaging would have strong or evident appeal to minors,
noting:
• the cartoon Joker character would likely be taken as a reference to the Joker
popularised initially through the Batman comic book, TV and movie franchise and
would be recognised across age groups, including under 18 year olds;
• the product is not clearly identified as an alcoholic beverage as the term ‘IPA’ is not
necessarily widely understood to be a type of beer and the placement of the term
‘black IPA’ and the 6.9% ALC/VOL advice is obscured with graphic design features
i.e. the white Ha, Ha, Ha lettering and the general background colouring;
• the overall design, colour and imagery is powerful and emotionally engaging and is
likely to appeal strongly to under 18 year olds; and

Complaint regarding content

• Show irresponsible or offensive
behaviour that is related to the
consumption or presence of an
alcohol beverage; or
• Suggest that the consumption of
an alcohol beverage offers a
therapeutic benefit.

DECISION
The Panel found that while a reasonable person would not interpret the post as
seriously suggesting that a health benefit would flow from drinking alcohol with an
energy drink, the promotion of the simultaneous consumption of a very high caffeine
drink with a high alcohol to volume product such as Jagermeister is, however,
undesirable and can be taken to be inconsistent with the spirit, if not the letter,
of the ABAC.
The Company removed the Facebook Post on receiving the complaint.

• the Joker depiction is likely to have appeal beyond an adult audience and be highly
engaging to under 18 year olds.
The Company ceased production of the Joker and the Thief under the
current branding.
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ROYAL HOTEL
BOTTLESHOP DROUIN

Complaint regarding content

CELLARBRATIONS

Complaint regarding content

COMPLAINT
Facebook post stating Divas Gems
are now in stock and are ‘8% which is
double the standard drink of cruisers’
uses the alcoholic content of the
product as a selling point.
ABAC STANDARDS
Alcohol marketing cannot encourage
the choice of a particular Alcohol
Beverage by emphasising its alcohol
strength (unless lower than typical).

COMPLAINT
The advertisement contains drunken antics.
ABAC STANDARDS
Alcohol marketing cannot show (including by direct implication) or encourage:
• excessive or rapid consumption of alcohol, misuse or abuse of alcohol or
consumption inconsistent with Australian Alcohol Guidelines; or

DECISION
The Panel found that the phrase ‘double the standard drink of cruisers’ within the
context of the post as a whole would be taken as meaning that the higher than typical
strength of the product is an attribute in favour of choosing the product over other
products.
The Company removed the advertising prior to responding to the complaint.

• irresponsible or offensive behavior related to the consumption or
presence of alcohol.

DECISION
The Panel found that scenes in the advertisement reasonably imply that some
characters are affected by alcohol use and a reasonable person could take the ad as
encouraging excessive consumption and quite likely drunken behavior.
The Company discontinued the advertising immediately on receipt of the complaint
and has reviewed its internal processes.
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SKINNY FREEZERS

Complaint regarding content

DECISION
The Panel found that the packaging has strong or evident appeal to minors,
noting:
• use of clear plastic gives prominence to the bright colours of the product and
this combined with the fruit depictions are highly likely to attract the attention
of children;
• the packaging is similar to that commonly used for icy poles and a reasonable
person would likely draw a ready comparison of the packaging with that used
on icy poles popular with children;
• some of the range uses terms like lemonade and lemon which is commonly
employed on non-alcoholic children’s soft drinks; and
• each of these elements in combination would lead a reasonable person to
probably understand that the packaging has an evident appeal to minors.

COMPLAINT

ABAC STANDARDS

Packaging of Skinny Freezers is
likely to strongly appeal to minors
and create confusion with the popular
children’s treat, Zooper Dooper
iceblocks. Facebook posts promoting
Skinny Freezers similarly appeal to
minors and also promote consumption
of the product before or during
swimming.

Alcohol marketing cannot:
• have strong or evident appeal to
minors; or
• show (including by direct implication)
the consumption of an alcohol
beverage before or during any
activity that, for safety reasons,
requires a high degree of alertness
or physical co-ordination, such as the
control of a motor vehicle, boat or
machinery or swimming.

Depictions of the product on the Company’s Facebook posts similarly breached
the strong or evident appeal standard. A user comment with a Facebook post
‘we need to find these (the product) and float in the pool’ was found to depict
alcohol consumption while swimming, inconsistent with the ABAC ‘alcohol and
safety’ standard.
The Company did not respond to the Panel’s decision and the complainant’s
concern was referred to the Victorian Commission for Gambling & Liquor
Regulation. This resulted in the removal of the Facebook user comment.
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JEDI JUICE

Complaint regarding content

BIRDEES

COMPLAINT

COMPLAINT

Packaging of Jedi Juice is attractive to
under 18 year olds.

Birdees’ Facebook posts do not
promote responsible drinking.

ABAC STANDARDS

ABAC STANDARDS

Alcohol marketing cannot have strong
or evident appeal to minors.

Alcohol marketing cannot show or
encourage:

Complaint regarding content

• excessive or rapid consumption
of alcohol;
• misuse of abuse of alcohol;
• consumption inconsistent with the
Australian Alcohol Guidelines; or
DECISION
The Panel found that the packaging has strong or evident appeal to minors, noting:
• The Jedi Juice name and Princess Leia sourced image on the packaging would be
taken by a reasonable person as a clear play on the Star Wars movie;
• Star Wars has appeal across demographic groups and the Star Wars brand has
been exploited through merchandising collateral items, notably children’s toys and
clothing lines;
• While the appeal of Star Wars is broad based there can be no doubt that Star
Wars does have strong or evident appeal to under 18 year olds, as demonstrated,
for instance, through the amount of Star Wars toys and children’s merchandise
purchased each year;

• irresponsible or offensive alcohol
related behaviour.

DECISION
The Panel found that the posts were based on a ‘shared’ experience from which the
humour draws upon, namely engaging in excessive alcohol consumption or taking
unwise decisions influenced by alcohol use. It is this assumption that it is common,
and as a result implicitly acceptable, to consume alcohol to excess that makes a
number of posts breach the ABAC standards.
Birdees removed the posts identified prior to responding to the complaint.

• The product name and imagery would be highly recognised by under 18 year
olds and a reasonable person would probably understand the product name
and packaging as having strong appeal to minors flowing from its referencing
to Star Wars.
Hop Nation agreed not to order any further packaging until it had been modified
to meet the ABAC standards.
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DIRTY BUCHA

Complaint regarding content & placement

COMPLAINT

DECISION

Posts on the Bucha of Byron
Instagram account promoting Dirty
Bucha promote an alcoholic product
alongside non-alcoholic existing
products and images of children,
raising both content and placement
concerns.

The Panel found that the content
of the Instagram posts did not
breach ABAC standards but that the
Company failed to seek to apply
available age restriction controls in
breach of the placement rules.

ABAC STANDARDS
• Alcohol marketing cannot:

• removed all Dirty Bucha posts from
the Bucha of Byron Account;

• have strong or evident appeal to
minors;

• set up a stand-alone Dirty Bucha
Instagram account @dirtybucha; and

• show under 18s unless they are
shown in an incidental role in a
natural situation where there is no
implication they will consume or
serve alcohol; or

• requested Instagram age gate the
Dirty Bucha account.

The advertiser has:

• be directed at minors through a
breach of any of the placement rules;
ie:
- must apply all available age
restriction controls;
- must only place where 75+% of the
audience is reasonably expected
to be over 18 years of age; and
- must not place with content aimed
primarily at minors.
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HILLSIDE HOTEL

Complaint regarding content & placement

LOXTON HOTEL

COMPLAINT

COMPLAINT

A Facebook & Instagram post
promoting Hillside Hotel included
hashtags appealing to minors, was
placed on social media platforms
popular with minors and was visible to
minors.

Loxton Hotel Facebook page photos
and memes promoting irresponsible
alcohol consumption.

ABAC STANDARDS
Alcohol marketing cannot:

Complaint regarding content

ABAC STANDARDS
Alcohol marketing must not
encourage excessive consumption
or irresponsible alcohol related
behaviour.

• have strong or evident appeal
to minors; or
• be directed at minors through
a breach of a placement rule,
in particular:
- available age restriction controls
must be utilised to exclude minors
from the audience.

DECISION
The Panel found that the content of the post did not have strong or evident appeal
to minors, however, as Hillside Hotel failed to request that Facebook and Instagram
age restrict its accounts prior to the complaint being made it was in breach of the
placement rules.

DECISION
The Panel found that the humour in the Facebook posts is based upon an assumed
and shared experience about over drinking and it is this underlying message that
excessive consumption is both common and acceptable that makes the posts
inconsistent with the ABAC standard.
The posts were all removed prior to the Panel making its determination.

Hillside Hotel’s Facebook account was age restricted prior to the determination being
made, and Hillside Hotel also requested that Instagram age restrict its account.
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CORONA X PARLEY

Complaint regarding content & placement

COMPLAINT

ABAC STANDARDS

Facebook post promoting Corona’s
partnership with Parley Australia
at various clean-up events around
Australia is irresponsible as:

Alcohol marketing cannot:

• it is promoting the Corona beer
brand to underage participants and
remote alcohol restricted indigenous
communities in Cape York at branded
clean up events across Australia;
• Parley have designed a marketing
strategy to confuse and engage new
markets;
• kids under 18 carrying and being
photographed with the Corona brand
is irresponsible and the brand’s
promotion in Cape York should be
investigated; and
• having kids exposed to this material
under the green wash of a clean-up
event that drives an alcohol brand
is a disgusting marketing tactic, this
marketing is a walking billboard on
public access areas where kids and
parents have not got the choice to
avoid such marketing tactics.

• encourage irresponsible or offensive
behaviour related to the consumption
or presence of alcohol;
• have strong or evident appeal to
minors;
• depict under 25 year olds; or
• be directed at minors through a
breach of a placement rule.

DECISION
The Panel found:
• There was no breach of ABAC provisions in relation to the content or
placement of outdoor marketing. Corona x Parley clean-up events are only
available to participants 18 years or over (ID is checked) and are not held in
alcohol restricted areas. Further the marketing at events does not have strong
or evident appeal to minors.
• The Corona Facebook page also did not breach ABAC provisions as it is
age restricted and can therefore show over 18s on its Facebook page and
participants are all ID checked as over 18 years of age.
• The Parley Australia Facebook page included images of under 25 year olds
wearing or carrying Corona branding in breach of ABAC standards. These
posts are within the scope of ABAC as Corona has a reasonable level of
control over how its brand is portrayed by Parley.
Parley removed the images, identified in the determination as including under
25s in Corona branding, from its Facebook page within several business days
and put in place mechanisms to avoid future occurrences.
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VODKA SODA &

Complaint regarding content & placement

THE BEVERAGE COMPANY
(K.BOOCH)

COMPLAINT

COMPLAINT

The Company sent sample alcohol
products to a 17 year old social media
influencer, mistakenly believing she
was an adult, who then promoted the
products in an Instagram post.

Alcohol being advertised as healthy
and showing a woman who is about to
ride a skateboard consuming alcohol.

ABAC STANDARDS
Alcohol marketing cannot:
• encourage irresponsible behaviour
related to the consumption of
alcohol;
• have strong or evident appeal to
minors;
• depict a minor; or
• be directed at minors through a
breach of a placement rule.

Complaint regarding content

ABAC STANDARDS
Alcohol marketing cannot:
• suggest the consumption of an
alcohol beverage offers any
therapeutic benefit; or
• show alcohol consumption before
or during an activity that for safety
reasons requires a high degree of
alertness or physical co-ordination,
such as swimming or operating a
vehicle.

DECISION
DECISION
The Panel found that the marketing was in breach of the ABAC standards by:
• encouraging irresponsible behaviour by the post showing the product was supplied
to a minor in an apparent breach of liquor licensing laws and with the implication
the product would be consumed by a minor through the phrase ‘ A couple on us for
you to enjoy;

The Panel found that the marketing did not make a claim of a positive health benefit
from consuming the product but did find that the image of a woman with a skateboard
was in breach of the ABAC standards as:
• skateboarding is self-evidently an activity that to be safely carried out requires a rider
to be alert and physically co-ordinated and so to show or imply alcohol consumption
occurring before or during skateboarding will be in breach of the standard;

• generating a post on the Instagram account of a minor and hence depicting an
alcohol product with associated pictures and images of a minor.

• a woman with a skateboard is shown drinking the product while sitting on the curb
of a quiet road, possibly near a beach where there is no visual cue given that the
skateboard would not be used or that the activity has concluded; and

The post was removed on 12 March 2019 prior to the complaint being received by
ABAC. The marketer has also taken measures to ensure the product is not marketed
or provided to minors in future.

The image found to breach the ABAC was removed from the Facebook post.

• having strong appeal to minors by implying the product is suitable for a minor; and

• a reasonable person would likely believe the image was directly associating the use
of a skateboard with the consumption of the product.
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CHEEKY MONKEY BREWERY

Complaint regarding content & placement

-

the products are identified as alcoholic beverages and the containers are
consistent with those used with alcohol e.g. dark coloured glass and beer can; and
taken as a whole the packaging doesn’t have strong or evident appeal to minors,
nor would a reasonable person confuse the products with a soft drink.

• In relation to the products that breach the Code:

COMPLAINT

ABAC STANDARDS

Packaging, website and social media
appeal to minors and no age gates
applied.

Alcohol marketing must not have
strong or evident appeal to minors
or be directed to minors by failing
to apply available age restriction
controls.

- the IPA packaging uses a vivid deep purple colour which when contrasted with the
red and combined with the explosion like pattern creates eye catching and
appealing imagery for minors;
- the Mid packaging uses a colour which resembles an orange soft drink and could,
without the cues, be confused as a soft drink;
- the terms ‘IPA’ and ‘Mid’, while understood by some beer drinkers are not so widely
recognised of themselves to clearly identify the products as alcoholic and
references to alcohol content are not prominent; and
- the cumulative effect of the elements and the lack of clear reference to the
products being alcoholic when taken as a whole, breaches the Code.
• The following digital media elements also breached the Code:
-

DECISION

-

The Panel found the packaging of two of the six products and some of the digital
marketing did not meet the ABAC:

-

• The brand name Cheeky Monkey is not, in isolation, strongly appealing to minors,
though in particular contexts might contribute to marketing having heightened appeal
to minors.

-

• The monkey image is adult in nature, shows a section of the animal’s head removed
to reveal a portion of the brain and is not considered to have childlike appeal.
• In relation to the products that do meet the ABAC standards:
-

the colour plate is muted and does not have vividly contrasting and hence
eye-catching colours likely to attract the attention of a minor;

-

the website page featuring the IPA purple can also noting the narrative used to
describe the product ie Ka- pow, Ooof, Sock! referencing an explosion;
the website page featuring the Mid burnt orange can flowing from the decision
about the packaging and also the graphics showing stars and hearts;
the videos posted on social media channels of the IPA purple can and the Mid burnt
orange can use graphics which when combined with the features of the packaging
tip the marketing to having a particular attractiveness to minors;
the video on the website and social media channels of the Lager gold can uses
more dynamic graphics with sharp contrasting gold and deep colours quickly
interchanging; and
all digital marketing did not apply available age restrictions.

The Advertiser modified their website and social media accounts to meet the Code
and agreed to modify the packaging found to breach the ABAC standard (below) prior
to ordering more stock.
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ALCOHOL ADVERTISEMENTS
FOUND BY THE PANEL TO
BREACH THE ABAC CODE
WHERE THE BREACH WAS
NOT THE FAULT OF THE
ALCOHOL MARKETER

LIQUORLAND
SPOTIFY ADVERTISEMENT

Complaint regarding placement

COMPLAINT
A 16 year old received an alcohol advertisement while listening to Spotify.
ABAC STANDARDS
Alcohol marketing cannot be directed at Minors through a breach of any of the
placement rules.

DECISION
The Panel found that the placement rule appears to have been breached but made a
finding of no fault breach as the Company apparently carried out its obligations under
the rule and the breach arises from issues outside of its control, noting:
• Spotify has age restriction/age targeting capacities and these should have meant that
the complainant was not served with the Company’s ad;
• the Company advised it required the available age restriction controls to be used;
• the Company has been unable to identify why the ad was then accessed by the
complainant and has ceased all advertising via Spotify until it can substantiate that
age restriction controls are operating effectively; and
• in these circumstances the position seems to be that:
			
			
			

the complainant is correct (ie a correct date of birth has been entered on the
Spotify account and the account being used by the complainant is not an adults’
which is then shared with the complainant); and
the Company has properly taken steps to use age restriction controls available
to it when marketing over Spotify.
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JIMMY BRINGS

Complaint regarding placement

COMPLAINT

DECISION

Advertisement for alcohol delivery
service with children’s program on
Youtube.

The Panel found:

ABAC STANDARDS
Alcohol marketing cannot be directed
at minors through a breach of a
placement rule, in particular:
• available age restriction controls
must be utilised to exclude minors
from the audience;
• if there are no available age
restriction controls capable of
excluding minors from the audience
then the marketing communication
may only be placed where an
audience is reasonably expected to
comprise at least 75% adults; and
• irrespective of the audience, an
alcohol ad cannot be placed with
programs or content primarily aimed
at minors.

• the information supplied by the company combined with the publicly available
information on how Google Ads operates supports the view that the company
selected available age restriction controls on the placement of its marketing;
• the company commissioned a campaign to have ads placed on YouTube
within parameters that would have its ads placed with content and programs
expected to have audiences of at least 75% adults given that the overall
audience of YouTube is predominately adult (Nielsen data indicates the
Australian YouTube audience is 92% adult);
• irrespective of the actual audience of OddBods, the content of the program is
primarily directed toward minors and predominantly quite young children and
therefore placement rule 4 has been breached; and
• a no fault ruling is made in this case given it is unclear how the ad came
to be placed with the OddBods episode and it appears that the company
took reasonable steps and set appropriate parameters about the campaign
to exclude minors from its audience, consistent with the Placement Rule
obligations.
The advertiser has responded to the decision by narrowing its targeting
parameters to further reduce the risk of its advertising appearing with
inappropriate content.
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ABAC STATISTICS
2004 – 2018

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Marketing Pre-vetted

754

761

936

1267

1110

1369

1050

1059

1229

1394

1571

1589

1416

1453

1751

2192

Rejected

84

86

182

293

232

238

77

82

192

211

212

204

186

198

228

346

Alcohol Complaints

212

105

53

87

162

117

87

119

98

182

94

133

139

130

154

128

Percentage of all complaints

8.1%

3.6%

1.3%

3.3%

4.5%

3.1%

2.5%

3.5%

2.7%

6.6%

1.6%

3%

2.5%

2%

2.3%

2.4%

Campaigns complained about

23

29

26

38

44

42

38

74

63

78

42

71

78

67

100

108

Complaints considered by Panel

8

29

13

25

49

47

41

63

53

69

35

35

47

73

89

75

Panel Determinations

5

12

10

22

36

39

31

45

36

36

27

29

34

43

61

68

Determinations Upheld

3

2

2

8

7

10

11

15

7

4

8

7

10

7

21

39

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1

4

2

Upheld Marketing Pre-vetted

2

1

2

2

2

0

2

2

0

2

1

3

2

0

0

1

Non-compliance with determination

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

35.1

33

78.6

29.3

19.8

22.5

26.5

25

20

26.3

19.7

21.6

19.7

14.6

22

16.7

No Fault Breach

Average business days – Panel determinations
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